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Spy Gadget Sale - Color Snake Camera with Sony High Resolution Chip
A 22 inch flexible gooseneck and wide angle view make the CS55P - Snake Color Camera ideal for
sensitive surveillance situations, building inspections, and to use just for fun!
Feb. 6, 2009 - PRLog -- A snake camera allows you to see around corners, under doors, behind walls, and
in many other tight spaces, where as a more conventional, bigger camera cannot. If you are looking to buy
a snake camera you should first determine how you will use it. If you are buying it to add to your current
collection of surveillance equipment, you may not have as many spec requirements as you would if you had
an extreme covert mission in mind or had to use it to check those awkward spaces that plumbers, pest
control professionals, or builders have to inspect.
Never the less, the CS55P - Snake Color Camera with Goose Neck Bracket
(http://www.HomeSecurityStore.com) is an excellent choice for custom surveillance applications and work
situations. Plus, for those who crave to get their hands on hi-tech savvy gadgets, it’s pretty cool too.
The CS55P Snake Camera features a small and exquisite chip by Sony. It delivers 420 lines of high
resolution which produces a razor sharp image. The camera will even pick up adequate video in low light
situations and has an electronic shutter and automatic white balance.
The measurement of the pinhole of the camera lens is 3.7 millimeters. That pinhole size and the camera’s
fiber optic style setup allows for a much wider view than your average camera. This of course enables you
to see more of the specific area under surveillance.
Regardless of the snake camera you are leaning towards, you should always make sure that the camera can
attach to outside sources. The CS55P does indeed have plug and play video cables that can hook up to a
VCR, DVR, TV, or other monitor.
But sometimes not all surveillance areas can be fully monitored by visual means alone, you need to hear
what's going on as well, especially if you've got the snake camera under a door and want to know what’s
going on in the room next door. That’s why this camera has a built in microphone. It gets a signal to noise
ratio of anything above 48 decibels, which is sensitive enough to hear a normal conversation within a
surveillance area, or a knock.
This camera also bends the way you want it. It has a 22 inch goose neck bracket that is very flexible. Plus,
the camera’s lightweight, handheld design means that you can carry it and place it anywhere allowing it to
easily perform visual inspections in narrow and hard to reach places, such as inside walls or in pipes. This
remote camera also runs on a 12 volt DC battery and is energy efficient, using very little power
consumption.
Although a local home security store or so-called "spy" shop will likely have some sort of snake camera for
sale, your best bet for the best deal is by shopping online. Browse the web and compare camera features to
see which model meets your needs and expectations. Remember, Home Security Store not only offers a
variety of surveillance cameras and equipment, but knowledgeable sales people and technicians that you
can call or e-mail. Come visit the Home Security Store (http://www.HomeSecurityStore.com) to learn
more about the CS55P - Snake Color Camera with Goose Neck Bracket.
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Home security is on everyone’s minds these days. Secure your own little part of the world by increasing
your home security. Reality is that crime’s increasing. The Home Security Store specializes in home
security systems and security cameras.
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